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Abstract: For most breast cancer (BC) patients who have undergone a mastectomy, the decision 
whether to proceed with breast reconstruction (BR) is complicated and requires deliberation. 
Shared decision-making (SDM) helps to address those needs and promote informed value-based 
decisions. However, little is known about the SDM status for BR in BC patients. This scoping 
review describes: 1) basic characteristics of studies on BR SDM in BC patients; 2) factors 
influencing BR SDM in BC patients; 3) experience and perception of BR SDM in BC patients; 
and 4) outcome measures reported. This review was performed in accordance with the Arksey and 
O’Malley methodology. A total of 5 English and 4 Chinese databases were searched, as well as 
different sources from grey literature. The data extraction form was developed by referring to the 
objectives and the Ottawa Decision Support Framework (ODSF). Data was analyzed using 
thematic analysis, framework analysis and descriptive statistics, with findings presented in the 
tables and diagrams. A total of 1481 records were retrieved and 42 of these included after 
screening. In 21 (21/42, 50%) of the studies, patient decision aids (PDAs) were utilized, and in 
17 (17/42, 40.48%) of the studies, the factors influencing the implementation of SDM were 
explored. Of these 17 studies, the factors influencing the implementation of SDM were categorized 
into the following: the patient level (17/17, 100%), the healthcare level (2/17, 11.76%) and the 
organizational and system level (7/17, 41.18%). A total of 8 (19.05%) of the 42 studies focused on 
patients’ experiences and perceptions of SDM, and all studies used qualitative research methods. 
Of these 8 studies, a total of 7 (7/8, 87.50%) focused on patients’ experiences of SDM participation, 
and 4 (4/8, 50.00%) focused on patients’ perceptions of SDM. A total of 24 studies (24/42, 57.14%) 
involved quantitative outcome measures, where 49 items were divided into three classifications 
according to the outcomes of ODSF: the quality of the decision (17/24, 70.83%), the quality of the 
decision-making process (20/24, 83.33%), and impact (13/24, 54.17%). Although researchers have 
paid less attention to other research points in the field of SDM, compared to the design and 
application of SDM interventional tools, the research team still presents some equally noteworthy 
points through scoping review. For instance, the various factors influencing BC patients’ participa-
tion in SDM for BR (especially at the healthcare provider level and at the organizational system 
level), patients’ experiences and perceptions. Systematic reviews (SRs) should be conducted to 
quantify the impact of these different factors on BR SDM. Implementation of scientific theories and 
methods can inform the exploration and integration of these factors. 
Keywords: shared decision-making, patients’ decisional aids, breast reconstruction, breast 
cancer, mastectomy, Ottawa Decision Support Framework

Introduction
Based on the latest data from the new International Agency for Research on Cancer 
(IARC), female breast cancer (BC) has become one of the most common types of 
cancer in the world, with 2.3 million cases diagnosed in 2020.1 BC now accounts 
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for 11.7% of all new cancer cases in both sexes.2 Yet, the 
number of women with BC who had a 5-year survival rate 
was estimated to be almost 8 million, which is higher than 
the number of cancer survivors for any other cancer type.3

Mastectomy, as a typical surgical treatment approach for 
BC, has been increasingly performed as a prophylactic mea-
sure for women with a genetic predisposition to malignancy.4 

For women undergoing a mastectomy, their body image will 
be seriously impacted, which often leads to psychosocial 
suffering and decreased quality of life. To minimize the 
adverse impact of mastectomy operations on psychosocial 
functioning, many patients choose to take breast reconstruc-
tion (BR) following mastectomy.5 Research has shown that 
BR can largely improve the patients’ mental health, self- 
esteem, and body image of patients.6–8 However, BR also 
comes with risks that range from minor wound-healing issues 
to more serious complications, such as venous thromboem-
bolic events or reconstruction failure.9,10

For women considering BR following mastectomy, the 
decision-making process is complex and highly dependent 
on individual patient preferences.11,12 The patient must 
decide whether or not to have the BR, and if BR is chosen, 
further decisions should also be made on the timing and 
type of BR (ie, with an implant, autologous tissue or a 
combination). In their decision-making process, women 
need to fully understand their current situation and opera-
tion-related information and weigh both the benefits and 
risks of BR to make a personal choice.13 Decision-making 
is further complicated by its urgency that patients only 
have a short period of time between diagnosis and the 
surgery to make a final call. During the period, patients 
commonly feel distressed and anxious,14–16 which poten-
tially limits their cognitive functioning and decision-mak-
ing skills.17 Due to the differences in the patients’ 
decision-making process, the patients’ reported outcomes 
for BR were also very diverse.

A comprehensive review18 published in 2017 showed 
that positive aesthetic outcomes widely varied in patients 
with prosthetic reconstruction, ranging from 36% to 100%. 
Positive aesthetic outcomes following autologous recon-
struction ranged from 70% to 90%, satisfaction rates ran-
ged from 41% to 90% following prosthetic reconstruction 
and from 74% to 75% following autologous reconstruc-
tion. The range of satisfaction with operation outcome was 
63.8% to 70.2%. Given the vulnerable psychological state 
of this patient population, shared decision-making (SDM) 
is vital for patients to clarify their preferences before BR 
surgery, to make the most suitable decision for their 

individual situation. In addition, SDM can help patients 
understand the information around BR, in order to ratio-
nalize their expectation of surgical outcomes, therefore 
improving their satisfaction with the operation. 
Therefore, SDM has been found to be preferable by both 
patients and surgeons, often correlating with improved 
surgical outcomes.19

SDM is a collaborative model of decision-making that 
allows patients and clinicians to mutually agree on treatment 
based on their values and preferences.20–23 The conceptual 
framework of internalizing and realizing a patient’s system 
of decision-making underlies SDM,20,21 which has been found 
to prevent indiscriminate medical interventions, provide a 
means for patients to determine value-based health outcomes 
(particularly when multiple options exist), and prevent varia-
tion in care paradigms across hospitals.22,23 Such outcomes 
have facilitated the emergence of SDM as an essential com-
ponent of patient-centered care.

Therefore, the guidelines for BR issued by several 
national medical institutions have emphasized explicitly 
that “the decision for BR needs to be made by SDM 
way, with full consideration of the patient’s values and 
wishes.”24–27 One of the guidelines, published jointly by 
the United States and Canada, states,

presently, based on the evidence reported here, the Work 
Group recommends that surgeons contemplating BR on 
their next patient consider the following: the patient’s 
preferences and risk factors, the setting in which the sur-
geon works (academic versus community practice), 
resources available, the evidence shown in this 
guideline.24 

A Japanese guideline states,

as a decision-making tool for the understanding and treat-
ment of BC, these guidelines will help surgical oncolo-
gists, medical staff, and patients, along with their family 
members to make decision together.25 

A Dutch clinical decision support system incorporates the 
recommendations of the European Society of BC 
Specialists (EUSOMA),

each patient has to be fully informed about each step in the 
diagnostic and therapeutic pathway and must be given 
adequate time to consider the alternatives and make an 
informed decision.26,27 

However, the guidelines did not set the process and meth-
odologies for SDM, nor did they recommend tools to assist 
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patients in SDM. Therefore, there is still a need for learn-
ing how best to implement SDM, which is proposed to be 
done by analyzing the results of studies focused on patient 
outcomes using SDM.

A systematic search was performed, which identified 
three systematic reviews (SRs) related to SDM for BR in 
BC patients. Eventually included were 2 SRs. One detailed 
SDM intervention tools for patients, and the other on deci-
sion-making for BR in older BC patients. The SR on deci-
sion-making in older BC patients included only 1 study on 
SDM,28 where 8 controlled trials about the interventions to 
support patient decision-making on BR were included 
(2018). Of the 8 studies, 4 interventions were interactive 
computer-based programs, 2 were booklets, 1 consisted of 
educational group intervention, and lastly a printed decision 
aid.12 The result demonstrated a reduction in conflict and 
regret regarding decision-making, and a improvements in 
patient satisfaction. The more recent SR (2019) included 17 
randomized controlled trials (RCTs), where it was revealed 
that patient decision aids (PDAs) can improve the quality of 
BR decision-making, by increasing the knowledge and hence 
decreasing decisional conflict for BC patients.11

Such results confirmed that SDM is useful for BC 
patients when facing decisions about BR. But SDM is a 
broader concept, not limited to the development and 
implementation of PDAs. For example, the reasons behind 
the fact that SDM is still not widely used in clinical 
practice is the lack of knowledge around SDM among 
plastic surgeons, the high cost of developing and applying 
PDAs, and that patients are not clear about their roles in 
the SDM process. These barriers do not only relate to 
PDAs but the broader concept of SDM.11,29–31

Currently, the development of SDM in BR for BC 
patients has not been systematically and fully explored. 
Therefore, the aim of this research is to provide an over-
view of developments in SDM for BC patients when 
facing decisions specifically around BR surgery. A scoping 
review was chosen over a full SR to limit research, 
enabling us to identify the main areas relating to the 
influencing factors, experience, perception and outcome 
indicators of SDM in BR. As opposed to providing an 
overview of all available evidence on SDM for BC 
patients making decisions around BR. After conducting 
this scoping review, it is believed this will give us better 
insight into BR SDM knowledge gaps, which will help us 
to narrow our focus when conducting a SR as a follow-up 
study.32,33

Materials and Methods
The scoping review was conducted in accordance with the 
methodology proposed by Arksey and O’Malley.34 It 
included five steps: (1) identifying the research question, 
(2) identifying relevant studies, (3) selecting eligible stu-
dies, (4) charting the data, and (5) collating, summarizing 
and reporting the results. A scoping review methodology 
is appropriate in our study in that it can systematically map 
evidence on a specific subject matter.34 The findings of the 
present study are reported using the Preferred Reporting 
Items for SR and Meta-Analysis extension for Scoping 
Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) reporting guidelines.35 

(Appendix A). The protocol has been registered in the 
Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/) (Registered 
from osf.io/7am3r, Registration DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/ 
8E7Q3).36

Stage One: Identifying the Questions
The aim of the present study is to describe the current 
research on SDM regarding BR in BC patients. Four 
research questions were formulated based on the research 
objectives: 1) What were the characteristics of studies on 
the SDM of BR in BC patients? 2) What were the influen-
cing factors of BR SDM? 3) What experiences and per-
ceptions related to patient BR SDM have been reported? 
4) What SDM outcomes related to BR have been reported?

Stage Two: Identifying Relevant Sources
A search strategy was developed with the support of a 
research librarian. The initial search was performed in the 
databases CINAHL and MEDLINE. This was followed by 
an analysis of the text words in the title and abstract of 
retrieved papers, and of the index terms which informed 
the key terms to be used in next step. All identified key-
words and index terms were used to search across all 
included databases and other websites. The final search 
was conducted in five English databases: PubMed, 
CINAHL, EMBASE, Cochrane Library, and PsycINFO, 
as well as four Chinese databases, that essentially cover 
all the literature published in Chinese journals: CNKI, 
WANFANG, VIP and SINOMED. All databases were 
searched from their inception to September 2020. Grey 
literature was searched using Google Scholar, professional 
society’s websites, as well as clinical trials registries 
(Clinical Trial.gov, World Health Organization 
International Clinical Trials Registry Platform). The final 
search strategy used for PubMed is included in Appendix 
B as an example.
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Stage Three: Study Selection
Inclusion criteria was based on clearly identifiable popula-
tions, concepts and contexts (PCC).37 Table 1 illustrates 
how the PCC acronym was applied. In addition to PCC, 
we also limited the study design and language in the 
inclusion criteria. Study selection was performed in sev-
eral steps. First, after deduplication, review authors (YD 
and MMQ) double-screened all titles and abstracts in 
duplicate with the use of NoteExpress 3.2.0 document 
management software, excluding all studies that were 
clearly irrelevant and moving studies marked as “unsure” 
forward to the next stage. The other review author (ZJQ) 
screened all the “unsure” studies through title/ and abstract 
to make a final decision. After this, reviewers (FJX and 
LXJ) double-screened the full text for all studies that were 
included at the screening stage. In case of any discrepan-
cies, the two review authors who had screened the study in 
question discussed it further, where necessary including a 
third review author (HL) in further discussions to achieve 
a consensus.

For both the title/abstract and full text screening stages, 
we developed screening guidance forms to ensure that all 
review authors screened similarly and consistently. All 
review authors screened 10% of the search results and 
discussed discrepancies before starting to screen titles 
and abstracts. After having screened approximately 150 
titles and abstracts, and approximately 20 full texts, incon-
sistencies and challenges encountered within the review 
team were discussed. The screening guidance was conti-
nually updated and all uncertainties in screening were 
collected and clarified on a rolling basis. These were dis-
cussed in regular online meetings to ensure consistency in 
screening across multiple review authors.

Stage Four: Extraction and Charting of 
Data
There are existing frameworks for guiding the implementation 
of SDM, such as the Ottawa Decision Support Framework 
(ODSF) Model.38 Over 20 years ago, the ODSF was devel-
oped to support researchers and practitioners in gauging peo-
ple’s decisional needs, by helping to provide support and 
evaluate potential outcomes.38 As most medical decision- 
related outcome indicators can be classified into the construct 
of the ODSF framework, ODSF was employed as the frame-
work to guide the extraction and analysis of the outcome 
indicators section of this study. As such, based on the ODSF 
framework and the research aims, the main content extracted 
in this study can be divided into the following four main 
categories: general information, factors influencing BR 
SDM, the process of SDM, and outcomes.

The review team pilot-tested the extraction form 
(Appendix C) on 5 studies (MMQ and FJX) and subse-
quently revised it. One review author (LXJ) extracted and 
charted all study characteristics and data into the cate-
gories of the data extraction form in Microsoft Excel 
(Microsoft Corporation 2018). One experienced review 
author (ZJQ) then reviewed all extracted data.

Stage Five: Collation, Summary and 
Reporting of the Results
This stage involved collating, summarizing and reporting the 
results of the selected evidence, which was undertaken by the 
whole research team in an iterative process, until consensus on 
the thematic results and implications of the scoping review 
were agreed. Two main strategies were used to analyze the 
data in this study: 1) descriptive number statistics for general 
information about the included literature and 2) qualitative 

Table 1 Eligibility Criteria

Population Studies involving BC patients who experienced or about to undergo mastectomy and facing the decision to proceed with BR were 
considered in the review, with no restrictions on age or region.

Concept Any studies on SDM in BR for BC patients. Studies including any intervention supporting SDM between BC patients and healthcare 
professionals were considered in the review (for example, PDAs, educational programmes for patients or healthcare professionals, 

prognostic algorithms and peer support programmes). As well as any research regarding the decisional needs, decisional outcomes or 

decisional influencing factors of BR in BC patients.

Context Studies conducted in a broad geographical context or therapeutic setting were considered in the review, with no limitations

Study 

design

Cross-sectional study, qualitative study, mixed-method study, cohort study, case-control study, case study and RCT. (Excluded 

research types: review, opinion, news, comment, and research that can only obtain abstract)

Language There were no restrictions on the language included in the literature in this study.
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thematic analysis.39 Before thematic analysis, we started with 
a classification by one researcher (LXJ), based on the study’s 
objectives (such as exploring SDM influencing factors, SDM 
experiences and perceptions, SDM intervention outcomes, 
etc.). The framework analysis method was applied to the out-
come section, primarily because the outcome section was 
extracted based on the ODSF construct. Then, a qualitative 
thematic analysis was conducted for the other categories. 
Firstly, the extracted content was familiarized with researchers 
through repeated reading, then subsequently analyzing the 
data by assigning primary and secondary topics to the data 
through coding. Finally, a descriptive analysis of all primary 
and secondary themes was performed (number and percentage 
of literature). The lead author (LXJ) wrote the scoping analy-
sis, which was then checked independently by three collabora-
tors (MMQ, YD, and ZJQ), who fed back their comments. 
Any disagreements were discussed and resolved.

Ethical Considerations
The present investigation relied on secondary data analysis, 
which is available in the database of scientific literature and, 
therefore, did not require submission to the Research Ethics 
Committee.

Results
A total of 1481 records were retrieved and 42 were finally 
included after screening. Figure 1 illustrates the searching 
and selection process. A list of included studies is shown 
in Appendix D. PDAs were utilised in 21 (21/42, 50%) of 
the papers. Seventeen studies (17/42, 40.48%) were con-
cerned with the factors influencing the implementation of 
SDM. The areas of concern in these 17 studies were 
categorized into: the patient level (17/17, 100%), the 
healthcare level (2/17, 11.76%) and the organizational 
and system level (7/17, 41.18%). A total of 8 (8/42, 
19.05%) of the studies focused on patients’ experiences 
and perceptions of SDM, and all 8 used qualitative 
research methods. Of these 8, 7 studies (7/8, 87.50%) 
focused on patients’ experiences of SDM participation 
and 4 (4/8, 50.00%) focused on patients’ perceptions of 
SDM. Out of the total 42 included studies, 24 (24/42, 
57.14%) involved quantitative outcome measures with 49 
items. These items were divided into three classifications, 
by the first coding according to the outcomes of the ODSF 
model, including: the quality of the decision (17/24, 
70.83%), the quality of the decision-making process (20/ 
24, 83.33%), and impact (13/24, 54.17%).

Figure 1 Scoping review flowchart.
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Basic Characteristics of Included Studies
The basic characteristics of included studies are presented in 
Table 2 and the respective years of publication in Figure 2. 
The first study to detail SDM in BR for BC patients was 
published in 1999. Of the 42 included studies, the largest was 
a cross-sectional and correlational study that included 2906 

patients, with the youngest participant being aged 25 years 
old and the oldest being 87 years old at the time. As for 
location of studies, the majority were conducted in America 
(16/42, 38.10%), followed by Europe (10/42, 23.81%), Asia 
(9/42, 21.43%), and Australia (7/42, 16.67%). A total of 29 
studies (69.05%) reported funding sources.

Table 2 Basic Characteristics of Included Studies

General Information About the Literature Classification Number Proportion (%)

Funding Support Yes 29 69.05
No 13 30.95

Location Asia 9 21.43
Europe 10 23.81
America 16 38.10

Australia 7 16.67

Research method Cross-sectional and correlational approach 12 28.57
Randomised controlled trial 9 21.43

Interviews 10 23.81
Mixed-methods 8 19.05

Cohort study 3 7.14

Patients’ cancer stage Risk of BC 3 7.14
BC newly diagnosed 8 19.05
BC is diagnosed and will be resected soon 11 26.19

Undergone mastectomy for BC 11 26.19

Undergone BR after BC surgery 7 16.67

SDM settings Hospital 10 23.81
Healthcare centre 2 4.76

Telephone 1 2.38

Online 6 14.29
Patients preferred setting 4 9.52

Framework Decision Support Framework (DSF) 6 14.29
Implementation research framework 1 2.38

Psychological theoretical models 2 4.76

Jain and Mann’ Conflict Model 1 2.38

Implementer Plastic surgeon 14 33.33
Surgical oncologist 14 33.33

Nurse specialist 8 19.05

Social worker 2 4.76
Clinical psychologist 3 7.14

Medical oncologist 1 2.38

Physician 2 4.76
Researcher 3 7.14

Healthcare professional 3 7.14

Decision issues All three of the following are included 7 16.67
(1) Should I have BR? 4 9.52
(2) Should I start immediately or delay? 10 23.81

(3) Should I use a flap of my own tissue or an implant? 5 11.90

Tools PDAs 21 50.00
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The cancer stage of patients varied from study to study, but 
situations where SDM was used in included the following: 
when a BC diagnosis was received and due to be resected soon 
(11/42, 26.19%), when a patient was about to undergo mas-
tectomy for BC (11/42, 26.19%), when BC was newly diag-
nosed (8/42, 26.19%) and after BC surgery (7/42, 16.67%). 
The SDM settings of the studies predominately include hospi-
tal (10/42, 23.81%), online (6/42, 14.29%) and patients pre-
ferred setting (4/42, 9.52%). In terms of SDM implementers, 
the most common implementers were plastic surgeons (14/42, 
33.33%) and surgical oncologist (14/42, 33.33%), followed by 
nurse specialists (8/42, 19.05%). Only 10 studies (10/42, 
23.81%) mentioned the use of appropriate frameworks for 
research, of which the most commonly used was the 
Decision Support Framework (DSF) (6/42, 14.29%).

PDAs were utilized in 21 papers (21/42, 50.00%). These 
PDAs included the Decision Manual, BREAST Choice Tool, 
Pink Journey, Breast Reconstruction Decision Aid 
(BRECONDA), Patients’ Expectations and Goals: Assisting 
Shared Understanding of Surgery (PEGASUS) Coach, 
BRAID, Patient Decision Aid Video and Workbook, and 
post-mastectomy breast reconstruction (PMBR). Other tools 
primarily included health education manuals and health edu-
cation videos that are not clearly defined as PDAs. 
BRECONDA,40–43 PEGASUS Coach44–46 and BRAID47 are 
known to be the most widely employed PDAs.

Factors Influencing BR SDM in BC Patients
A total of 17 (17/42, 40.48%)42,48–63 of the 42 included 
studies focused on factors influencing the implementation 

of SDM. The factors were categorized into the following: 
patient level,42,48–63 the healthcare level,42,63 and the organi-
zational and system level.39,42,53,55,57,58,63

On the patient level, all 17 focused on the measurement 
of patient-level influences (17/17, 100%),42,48–63 11 (11/ 
17, 64.71%) focused on patient socio-demographic 
information,5–58,63 10 (10/17, 58.82%) focused on patient 
disease-related information,48,50–55,58–60 15 (15/17, 
88.24%) focused on patient information needs,42,48–55,57– 

59,61–63 and 14 (14/17, 82.35%)48,50,52–60,62,64,65 addressed 
the psychological needs of patients.

On the healthcare level, a total of 2 studies (2/17, 
11.76%) focused on the measurement of influencing 
factors, the formation of multidisciplinary healthcare 
teams, healthcare professionals’ attitudes towards 
SDM, and healthcare professionals’ level of SDM- 
related knowledge,42,63 and 1 (1/17, 5.88%) concerned 
with healthcare workers’ perceptions of stress regard-
ing new knowledge and processes (such as SDM).63

On the organizational and system level, a total of 7 
studies (7/17, 41.18%) focused on the evaluation of orga-
nizational environmental factors,42,49,53,55,57,58,63 4 (4/17, 
23.53%) evaluated the hardware configuration of the 
hospital,49,53,55,57 3 (3/17, 17.65%) evaluated the doctor– 
patient relationship in a broader context,42,55,63 2 (2/17, 
11.76%) assessed the availability of evidence-based 
resources,58,63 1 (1/17, 5.88%) assessed SDM-related 
training,63 and 1 (1/17, 5.88%) assessed the current health 
education resources.58 Specific results are exhibited in 
Table 3.

Figure 2 Literature publication over time.
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Table 3 Classification of Factors Influencing BR SDM in BC Patients (17 of 42 Studies Reported)

Primary Themes Secondary Themes No. of 
Studies 
(%)

Patient level37–53 (17/17,100%) Sociodemographic data37–43,45–47,53  

Age37–41  

Income42,43  

BMI41  

Race46,47  

Education38,39,45  

Work and hobbies31  

Private insurance38,45  

Cognitive level46,53

11 (64.71%)

Disease-related data37,39–44,47–49  

Cancer stage37,40–44,47,49  

Complications47–49  

Pain tolerance47–49  

Anatomical typing of tumor39  

Is an anterior lymph node biopsy required37,40,41,44,47  

Whether to undergo a bilateral mastectomy40,44,46,47  

Adjunct treatment regimen37,40,41,44,47

10 (58.82%)

Information needs37–44,46–48,50–53  

The applicability of BR to the patient’s own condition37,39,40,42,43,46–48,51–53  

BR timing38–44,47,48,50,52  

Source of BR fillers39–42,44,47,50,52,53  

Surgical method for BR37–39,43,46  

Relationship between surgical treatment and reconstruction of BC37–43,46–48,50,52,53  

Potential risks or complications37–44,46–48,50,52,53  

Post-operative breast appearance37–39,41,42,44,46,47,53  

Operation cost37,40,42–44,46–48,50–53

15 (88.24%)

Psychological needs37,39,41–49,51,54,55  

Body image37,41–46,48,49,51,54,55  

The importance of femininity37,42,43,45,48,49,51  

Social marginalisation (alienation)41–45,51,54  

Cope with body disfigurement49,55  

Expectations about the appearance and function of the reconstruction breast45,46  

Fight disease37,39,42–47,49,51,55  

The desire to return to normal life37,42–44,46,47,51  

Concerned about the order of priority43,44,51  

Attitudes to surgical risks37,43,49,51  

Support39,44,45,55  

Marital relations39,55  

Trust in health professionals44  

Family support39,45,55

14 (82.35%)

Healthcare level52,53 (2/17, 11.76%) Establishment of a multidisciplinary medical team52,53 2 (11.76%)

Stress perception53 1 (5.88%)

Attitudes52,53 2 (11.76%)

Knowledge of SDM52,53 2 (11.76%)

(Continued)
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Experience and Perception of BR SDM in 
BC Patients
Of the 42 included studies, 8 (8/42, 19.05%)-
40,42,46,58,63,67,68,70 focused on patients’ experiences and 
perceptions of SDM, all of which used qualitative or 
mixed research methods. Of these 8, 7 studies (7/8, 
87.50%)40,42,46,63,67,68,70 focused on patients’ experiences 
of SDM participation, with 5 (5/8, 62.50%)40,42,67,68,70 

focused on patients’ attitudes towards SDM and 5 (5/8, 
62.50%)40,42,46,63,70 focused on the impact of SDM on 
patients. A total of 4 studies (4/8, 50.00%)42,46,58,68 

focused on patients’ perceptions of SDM and how SDM 
was conducted, and 2 (2/8, 25.00%)42,58 involved patients’ 

perceptions of the content of the interventional tools. 
Specific results are exhibited in Table 4.

The Outcomes of Participation in SDM of 
BC Patients Undergoing BR
Of the 42 studies included, 24 (24/42, 57.14%) involved quan-
titative outcome measures,40,43,46,47,49,52,57,61,62,64,66,67,69–80 

totaling 49 quantitative outcome indicators. The first coding 
was performed according to the outcomes of ODSF.38 As a 
result, 49 quantitative outcome measures were divided into 
three first-level classifications: the quality of the decision, the 
quality of the decision-making process, and impact. On this 
basis, manual classification was performed according to the 

Table 3 (Continued). 

Primary Themes Secondary Themes No. of 
Studies 
(%)

Organizational system 
level38,42,44,46,47,52,53 (7/17, 41.18%)

Hospital hardware configuration38,42,44,46 4 (23.53%)

The doctor-patient relationship in a broader context44,52,53 3 (17.65%)

Accessibility of evidence-based resources47,53 2 (11.76%)

SDM-related training53 1 (5.88%)

Current health education resources47 1 (5.88%)

Table 4 Experience and Perception of BR SDM in BC Patients (8 of 42 Studies Reported)

Primary Themes Secondary Themes No. of Studies 
(%)

Patients’ Experience of the SDM Process29,35,52,53,57,58,60 (7/8, 

87.50%)

Patients’ Attitude29,52,57,58,60  

Clarity, visualisation and effectiveness of 

information29,52,57,58,60  

Patients’ acceptance and satisfaction60

5 (62.50%)

Impact on patients29,35,52,53,60  

Medical trust52,53  

Patient Self-Confidence5−,29−,35−,53−,60  

Patient involvement in decision making53

5 (62.50%)

Patients’ Perception on the SDM Process35,47,52,58 (4/8, 50.00%) The form of SDM35,47,52,58  

Specificity and individualisation of the tools47,52  

Individual expectations and expression of needs35,47,58  

Individual roles and tasks58

4 (50.00%)

Contents of the tool47,52  

Access to tools and instructions for use47  

Comparative information for decision making47  

Previous patient experience47,52

2 (25.00%)
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specific content under the corresponding first-level category, 
coded into 9 second-level classifications. Among the 49 out-
come indicators involved, the most often outcomes were con-
cerning decision conflict (12/49, 24.49%), knowledge (12/49, 
24.49%), and satisfacthion (7/49, 14.29%).

Of those 24 studies involving quantitative outcome 
measures, 17 (17/24, 70.83%) involved a total of 18 
outcome measures related to the quality of the deci-
sion, which was defined by informed indicators (essen-
tial knowledge, realistic outcome expectations) and 
values-based indicators (choice matches features that 
matter most).42,46,47,49,52,62,64,67,70,72–78,80 These 
included patient knowledge (12/24, 50.00%), patient 
preference (12/24, 50.00%), and satisfaction (7/24, 
29.17%). Of these, the most commonly used measure 
for the evaluation of patient knowledge was the knowl-
edge of a BR study-specific questionnaire.

As well, 20 studies (20/24, 83.33%) reported the 
change in quality of the decision-making process, 
which primarily involved a reduction of decision 
needs, a reduction in the proportion of patients who 
were undecided, and a reduction in self-image percep-
tion. These were reported as a perceived involvement 
in the decision-making process (6/24, 25.00%), prepa-
redness for decision-making (19/24, 79.17%), and other 
(2/24, 8.33%).40,43,46,47,57,61,62,64,66,67,69–76,79,80 The 
most commonly used evaluation of the former two 
used subscales from the Modified-Perceived 
Involvement in Care Scale (M-PICS) and Decision 
Conflict Scale (DCS), respectively. The impact on 
implementation and continuance of the chosen option 
was included by 13 studies (13/24, 54.17%),-
43,46,49,61,66,71–73,75–79 where health-related outcomes 
were the commonly evaluated and other outcome mea-
sures included final treatment decision and appropriate 
use/costs of health services. The indicators in the 
included studies are detailed in Table 5.

Discussion
Research and Development Status of 
SDM Related to BR
As the theory and tools related to SDM have developed, 
research around the relationship between BC and BR has 
gradually increased in correlation. Furthermore, the related 
technology for BR is constantly advancing and has 
become more widely accepted by patients. The first 
PDAs related study on BR was conducted in 2008. In 

this study, an “education aid” was formulated on the 
computer network and video, which can be regarded as 
the basis of decision-making aids for patients with BR.81 

Nearly half of the studies included originated either from 
Canada or the United States, which is significant as 
Canada and the United States are the world’s leading 
researchers of SDM.82 To bring this into perspective, 
Ottawa Hospital Research Institute in Canada (www.deci 
sionaid.ohri.ca/index.html), EBSCO information services 
in the United States (www.ebsco.com/), and Mayo Clinic 
SDM National Resource Centre (www.shareddecisions. 
mayoclinic.org/) all established websites related to PDAs, 
which have been widely spread all over the world.

This review showed that in spite of PDAs being 
widely used in the field of SDM for BR patients, and 
improvements in the quality of PDAs (such as 
BRECOND40,41 and PEGASUS,44,45), many studies 
involving PDAs that have been constructed autono-
mously have not been professionally evaluated for 
quality.42 Additionally, this review showed that the dis-
semination and utilization of high-quality PDAs may be 
facing serious challenges. The function and purpose of 
the PDAs used during SDM for BR patients in question 
are similar, such as it aids patients and health profes-
sionals in clarifying each woman’s motivations for 
BR.83,84 However, this review did not identify any 
PDAs that were derived from the indigenous transforma-
tion of existing PDAs. Therefore, it is necessary for us to 
uncover the barriers and facilitators to the localization of 
PDAs, and explore the methodological processes for the 
localization of PDAs.

Factors Influencing BR SDM in BC 
Patients
A total of 17 studies measured factors influencing SDM 
implementation at the patient level,42,48–63 the healthcare 
level,42,63 and the organizational system level.42,49,53,56– 

58,63 Most studies measured patients’ sociodemographic 
information,48–54,56–58,63 with age48–52 and BMI52 provid-
ing some indication of each patients’ physical and cogni-
tive status. It has been shown that older patients will be 
less demanding regarding their image,85 and may also 
have varying degrees of cognitive decline, therefore hin-
dering their ability to understand and receive information 
related to BR.86 This may explain why age can affect 
patients’ SDM participation. Income,53,54 race,57,58 

education,49,50,56 work,42 hobbies,42 private insurance,46,49 
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and hospital configuration49,53,55,57 are also a reflection of 
the patient’s cultural background, social status and perso-
nal character. Studies investigating patient involvement in 
SDM have also confirmed that different literacy levels and 
social status influence patients’ perceptions of disease- 
related information.87 Patients with higher literacy and 

social status tend to be more motivated to participate in 
SDM. It has also been shown that patients with different 
personalities have different attitudes towards illness, and 
that desire to express their values such as patients extro-
vert personalities are more likely to participate in shared 
decision-making with healthcare.88

Table 5 Quantitative Outcome Indicators (24 of 42 Studies Reported)

Primary Theme Quantitative Outcome Indicators No. of 
studies (n 
(%))

Quality of the 

decision35,38,41,42,51,52,54,57,60,62–68,70 

(17/24, 70.83%)

Patient knowledge38,42,51,57,60,62–67,70  

Knowledge of breast reconstruction study-specific questionnaire42,51,57,60,63–67,70  

The knowledge subscale of the validated Decision Quality Index (DQI)62  

Information on breast surgeons’ oncoplastic and reconstructive experience and skills38

12 (50.00%)

Patient preference35,38,41,42,52,54,57,62,64,65,68,70  

Choice regarding breast reconstruction patient-reported questions41,42,54,64,65  

Decision Preference and Decision Choice51,62,65,68  

Patient involvement in decision making Control Preferences Scale42,65  

Participants’ decision predisposition regarding PDAs70  

How certain they felt about that choice62  

The Personal Decision Worksheet57  

Decision-Making Values subscale57  

Reasons to have and not to have breast reconstruction64  

Breast reconstruction intentions and decisions64  

Hereditary risks and the patient’s own desire38  

ICECAP-A capabilities35

12 (50.00%)

Satisfaction32,35,42,50,60,61,66   

Decision Regret Scale (DRS)32,35,42,50,61,66   

Satisfaction with Breast Outcome of the BREAST-Q42   

Subscale Satisfaction with Information/Satisfaction with plastic surgeon42   

Physical satisfaction60

7 (29.17%)

Quality of the decision making 
process29,32,35,42,46,50,51,54,56,57,59– 

66,69,70 (20/24, 83.33%)

Perceived involvement in the decision-making process35,42,50,56,62,65  

Two subscales from the Modified-Perceived Involvement in Care Scale (M-PICS)42,50,56,65  

CollaboRATE (a 3-item self-report measure of the patient experience of SDM process)35,62  

Involvement in the BR decision-making process scale50,62  

Shared Decision Making Questionnaire (SDM-Q-9)42  

The decision process subscale of the DQI62  

Three items from the Patient Activation Measure (PAM)62

6 (25.00%)

Preparedness for decision making29,32,35,42,46,51,54,56,57,59–66,69,70  

Decision Conflict Scale (DCS)32,35,42,56,59–66  

Treatment Implementation and fidelity46,51,54,62,65,66  

Feasibility and acceptability Usability: Ottawa Acceptability Scale29,57,62,69,70  

Preparation Decision Making (PrepDM)42,61  

Preparation for Decision Making Scale42

19 (79.17%)

Others62,65  

Consultation length62,65  

Timing of reconstruction62,65

2 (8.33%)

(Continued)
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In 10 studies disease-related information about patients 
was recorded, as this information can also indicate the 
patient’s health status.48,50–55,58–60 In BR surgery, patients 
must undergo preoperative preparation, anesthesia, and 
postoperative care, and even face postoperative complica-
tions and secondary surgeries.93 As a result, the patient’s 
physical condition must adhere to certain requirements. 
For example, when the patient’s disease is serious and 
urgent, or when the adjuvant treatment received is already 
too much for the patient to bear, the patient may choose 
not to make this decision.94–96 The results of a SR of 
pediatric SDM published in 2019 also clarifies that the 
characteristics of the parents and child are one of the 
pediatric SDM barriers. In this particular study, character-
istics included sociodemographic information and the 
health status of both parents and children.89

Patients’ information needs are the key topic of interest 
in the current phase of SDM research for BR. SRs of 
pediatric SDM and oncology addressed barriers to SDM 
promotion, and showed that availability of clinical and 
research information, as well as the level of high-quality 

tailored information given to the patient, are influencing 
factors of the implementation of SDM in this area.89,90 

Although the studies took place in different countries, with 
participant samples who varied in demographics, women 
experienced the pain of reconstruction and the struggle 
with recovery in similar ways. Thus, they will have 
many common needs regarding information required to 
make a decision around having BR. However, patients in 
different situations will also have individual information 
needs, that may not be tested by the questionnaire, sug-
gesting that researchers should also focus on how to mea-
sure patients’ information needs comprehensively in 
subsequent studies.

Patients’ psychological needs are also often directly 
related to a patients’ values and attitudes,91 and NICE 
guidelines referred to SDM as, “a process whereby 
patients learn information about decision-making and 
then clarify their values to make decisions”.92 In the BC 
patient population, several studies articulated that patients 
who decide to have postmastectomy BR assign importance 
to the decision factors surrounding body image, 

Table 5 (Continued). 

Primary Theme Quantitative Outcome Indicators No. of 
studies (n 
(%))

Impact32,35,38,42,50,56,61,62,65–69 (13/ 
24, 54.17%)

Health-related outcomes32,35,38,42,50,56,61,62,65–69  

BREAST-Q reconstruction module35,42,56,62,65  

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, HADS61,66,68,69  

Health-Related Quality of life EQ5DL32,42,67  

Anxiety STAI-6 (State scale of the StateTrait Anxiety Inventory)42,65  

Body image Subscale Body Image of the EORTC QLQ-BR2342,50  

Health outcomes42,65  

Breast symptoms Subscale Breast Symptoms of the EORTC QLQ-BR2366  

Sexual functioning Subscale Sexual Functioning of the EORTC QLQ-BR2342  

Reconstructive possibilities and the experience of participation38

13 (54.17%)

Final treatment decision62,65  

Treatment received62,65

2 (8.33%)

Appropriate use/costs of health services32,35,42,62,68  

Cost-effectiveness Use of healthcare services32,42  

A selection of questions of the Medical Consumption Questionnaire42  

Medical consumption42  

Cost per Quality-adjusted Life Year gained based on the EQ5DL scores35  

Average cost of implementing PDAs per site35  

Average cost per patient35,68  

Cost per hour of SDM35  

Time spent using PDAs: through electronic timestamps62

5 (20.83%)
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femininity, attractiveness, and sexuality.97 The individual’s 
level of significance associated with the breast should be 
considered in the physician-patient communication regard-
ing BR.98,99

At the healthcare level, the areas of concern for BR 
SDM did not differ significantly from the SRs for pediatric 
and oncology. The areas focused on time, attitude, cogni-
tion, and comfort with new knowledge and work 
processes.89,90 However, it is clear that there is a relatively 
small accumulation of studies focusing on the measure-
ment of healthcare level influencing factors, and the results 
from the two current studies included are still not rich 
enough to support a new SR to generate evidence.

Although some studies report on the evaluation of 
organizational systems, their focus is still relatively one- 
sided. In 2018, Scholl et al published an item focusing on 
organizational-system level characteristics that influenced 
implementation.100 Their study categorized the influences 
of the organizational system as organizational leadership, 
organizational teamwork, organizational workflows, incen-
tives, and policies and guidelines. It is obvious that, in 
contrast, there are still many aspects of the BC BR field 
that have not been attended to, and research should con-
tinue to be conducted regarding other areas of research 
design at the organizational system level.

Experience and Perception of BR SDM in 
BC Patients
Patients’ experiences of SDM participation included pri-
marily attitudes toward SDM, such as their feelings about 
the information and acceptability of the tool.40,42,67,68,70 

This is consistent with SDM research in other fields, where 
researchers have studied the effectiveness and safety of 
interventions, and focused on their acceptability, feasibil-
ity, and utility in specific disease areas. Issues related to 
the acceptability of any SDM interventions to patients, and 
the feasibility of their implementation, were identified in 
five SRs from different domains.101–105 The qualitative 
research approach allows for a deeper exploration of 
patients’ experiences of SDM, and patients often express 
their attitudes and their own needs, which can have a 
positive effect on improving the SDM methodology.106 

Qualitative studies also often focus on the impact of 
SDM on patients,40,42,46,63,70 which is somewhat inter-
sected with the “outcomes” part of the results. However, 
though the focus is on the impact of SDM, qualitative 
studies focus more on the personal narratives of the 

patients impacted. This results in primarily findings around 
patients’ trust in healthcare,42,63 patients’ confidence in 
decision-making,40,42,46,63,70 and patients’ involvement in 
the decision-making.63 As direct participants in SDM and 
direct users of decision aids, patients are often able to 
make suggestions regarding the methods, processes, and 
tools of SDM from a different perspective, compared to 
researchers and healthcare professionals.107 The 
International Patient Decision Aids Standards (IPDAS), a 
set of quality criteria for patient decision support technol-
ogies, also suggests that patient decision support technol-
ogies should be extensively tested with patients before 
they are put into use.108

The Outcomes of Participation in SDM of 
BC Patients Undergoing BR
How to evaluate and analyze the current situation regard-
ing SDM both scientifically and effectively is an important 
topic explored by scholars. We need to select appropriate 
and high-quality outcome indicators to measure SDM, 
which is still challenging today, although considerable 
research results about SDM have been accumulated. At 
present, there are few reviews on the outcome measure-
ments of BC patients participating in SDM, especially 
when focusing on BC patients undergoing BR. This field 
requires researchers to further explore effective outcome 
indicators, the most effective methods of measuring 
patients’ values and preferences in reconstruction deci-
sion-making, to address the methodological challenges 
related to such measurements. Our review highlights sev-
eral important points regarding the assessment of out-
comes of SDM in BC patients with BR.

First, the results of our study show that among the 49 
outcome indicators involved in 24 studies, outcomes were 
most often concerning decision conflict, knowledge, and 
satisfaction, which is consistent with previous studies. A 
scoping review of the literature in 2020 systematically 
reviewed SDM in surgery and found that the first three 
indicators most often involved in measuring the outcome 
of SDM are knowledge, decision conflict and decision 
satisfaction.109 Other outcomes included surgical interven-
tion rate, SDM preference, decision regret, and time 
required to use SDM. In another SR published in 2019, 
feasibility and efficiency of decision aids to improve deci-
sion-making for postmastectomy BR was investigated.110 

The self-reported outcome of BR patients using PDAs 
primarily centered around information satisfaction, 
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perceived participation in the decision-making process, 
and decision conflict. However, the outcome indicators 
we need to pay attention should not be limited to this.

Second, given the particularity of the surgical site of 
BR, health-related outcomes in BR SDM differ from most 
surgical SDM, in that we need to pay more attention to 
aesthetic effects and body image, in addition to anxiety 
and depression. When assessing health outcomes asso-
ciated with SDM, the outcomes have most often been 
measured via patient self-report. This study shows that 
among the health-related outcomes closely related to 
their quality of life, patients with BR SDM pay more 
attention to the outcome indicators such as body image, 
and sexual functioning, in addition to anxiety and depres-
sion. This was also validated in a literature review in 2017, 
where the patient-centeredness outcomes of BR in the 
setting of post-mastectomy radiotherapy were recorded, 
as it consolidated the available data regarding three main 
outcomes, which can facilitate the informed consent and 
SDM process of BR in the setting of post-mastectomy 
radiotherapy, including aesthetic effect, patient satisfaction 
and the BREAST-Q.18

Third, in view of the common phenomenon of the 
conflation of the SDM process and the use of PDAs, 
there is always a narrow focus on the SDM outcomes, 
which is not only for BR patients. Previous SRs have 
highlighted the effectiveness of decision aids for improv-
ing patient outcomes.11 There appeared to be a belief that 
tools designed to deliver information to patients could lead 
patients and clinicians to engage in a process of collabora-
tion and deliberation. In fact, that is not the case. In terms 
of the association between SDM and patient outcomes, 
several authors have revealed that communication between 
healthcare professionals and patients, including SDM pro-
cesses, can both directly and indirectly improve health 
outcomes.111

The empirical evidence surrounding SDM is not 
merely confined to studies of decision aids. According to 
different designs of SDM, the outcome index of patients 
participating can be divided into numerous aspects, which 
can refer to the results in our study about the outcome 
indicators measuring the degree of perceived participation 
in decision-making. This includes Modified-Perceived 
Involvement in Care Scale (M-PICS), CollaboRATE (a 
3-item self-report measure of the patient experience of 
SDM process), Involvement in the BR decision-making 
process scale, and Shared Decision Making Questionnaire 
(SDM-Q-9). By evaluating the participation of patients in 

the process of SDM, and the behavior of healthcare pro-
fessionals, we can clarify the weaknesses of healthcare 
professionals in the implementation of SDM and subse-
quently improve it. In hopes to promote the clinical prac-
tice of SDM.

Fourth, the results of this study show that there is 
insufficient attention to cost regarding BC patients with 
BR in SDM-related research. A Cochrane SR on PDAs 
also suggests further studies into costs.112 Future research 
should describe the hourly cost of SDM and the cost 
involved in developing PDAs, and consider cost-effective-
ness as an important outcome measurement.

To date, SDM outcomes have typically been focused 
on short-term outcomes like patient’s cognitive and affec-
tive outcomes.112,113 Also, SDM has almost always been 
measured cross-sectionally in the context of one interac-
tion or discussion, which may not lead to improved health 
outcomes. Instead, a long-standing relationship between a 
clinician and patient influenced by SDM may impact out-
comes over time. From the patient’s point of view, SDM 
may improve patient satisfaction, which may lead to trust 
in the physician over time, followed by adherence to 
physician recommendations and ultimately improved 
health.114 From the perspective of the clinician, the SDM 
process could be viewed as either intrinsically rewarding 
and protective, or burdensome and impractical. However, 
studies have paid insufficient attention to the impact on 
professionals, whether those are either positive or 
negative.115 Therefore, we believe that well-designed stu-
dies are needed to that measure multiple patient and phy-
sician interactions, and patient outcomes over time, to 
formally test whether it is these increases in SDM that 
are associated with improved health outcomes.

Strengths and Limitations
This study has ambitious goals. This team looks forward to 
mapping the concerns of all relevant studies in the whole 
BR SDM field, and to summarizing all topics related to 
BR SDM. Since we extracted the information that can 
answer our research questions no matter it appeared in 
the method, results, discussion, or other sections, the 
expression used in presenting the results for this study 
was “many studies focus on” rather than “many studies’ 
results are”. This also shows that our analysis can only 
describe the current research focus and provide direction 
to future systematic reviews, but not be directly used as 
evidence for practice. However, for a young research field, 
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we consider this broad scoping review to be an important 
first step in obtaining an overview of this topic.

A second limitation is that the search was limited to only 
9 accessible electronic databases, so we may have missed 
relevant publications. However, we prioritized sensitivity in 
our electronic search, which was reflected in the extensive 
screening of abstracts to identify the most relevant work. In 
addition, we conducted an extensive gray literature search. 
Another limitation is that we did not perform a double 
assessment and double data extraction of the entire literature. 
However, whenever there was a slight doubt, we consulted a 
second reviewer to minimize errors. A major strength of this 
review is that it is the first review to focus solely on SDM for 
BR in BC patients. In previous work, the focus has been 
mainly on the interventional tool level, and the larger concept 
has not been studied in depth.

Conclusion
Although researchers have paid less attention to other 
research points in the field of SDM, compared to the 
design and application of SDM interventional tools, this 
research team still presents some equally noteworthy 
points through scoping review. For instance, the various 
factors influencing BC patients’ participation in SDM for 
BR (especially at the healthcare provider level and at the 
organizational system level), including patients’ experi-
ences and perceptions. SRs should be conducted to quan-
tify the impact of these different factors on BR SDM. 
Implementation of scientific theories and methods can 
inform the exploration and integration of these factors.
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